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Smart Monitor Announces SmartWatch™ Premium,
the Monitoring and Alerting Wristwatch
SAN JOSE, Calif., August 21, 2012 -- Smart Monitor, Corp., an innovative monitoring solutions provider for the
healthcare and wellness markets, today announced that the new “Premium” version of the SmartWatch is now
available.
SmartWatch is a patent protected, intelligent wristwatch that continuously monitors movements and alerts
upon the onset of repetitive shaking motion. Automatic text message and phone call alerts are sent to
designated family members and caregivers. Users can also summon help with a simple push of a “Help” button.
The ability to track and record motion is an additional benefit of the SmartWatch. It records the time, duration
and location of any unusual occurrences. Users can securely access their archived information for subsequent
review.
The new SmartWatch Premium offers the following features in addition to those supported by SmartWatch
Standard:
GPS location: Physical location information of the SmartWatch user is included with alerts.
Snooze: The user can temporarily “pause” the watch if they know they are going to be participating in
activities that may trigger an alert inadvertently.
Multiple Contacts: Text message and phone call alerts can now be sent to multiple recipients.
“We have received very positive feedback from our current users,” says Anoo Nathan, President and CEO of
Smart Monitor. “Now with our new SmartWatch Premium, we are pleased to provide the additional features
that our customers have been asking for.”
SmartWatch is non-invasive and portable and can be used by adults and children, indoors and outdoors as they
go about their day-to-day activities. "SmartWatch provides tremendous independence and autonomy for users,
and great peace-of-mind to their families,” says Anoo Nathan.
"We created the SmartWatch in response to requests from family members concerned about the safety and
well-being of their loved ones," says Anoo Nathan CEO of Smart Monitor. “Based on feedback from our users,
we are delighted that the SmartWatch fits the need for an easy to use, wearable, intelligent monitoring and
alerting device."
About Smart Monitor

Smart Monitor™ is a Silicon Valley company, specializing in intelligent monitoring solutions for the healthcare
and wellness markets. Its flagship product, SmartWatch™, is an easy-to-use, motion detecting and alerting
wristwatch that provides autonomy, peace-of-mind and automated record keeping.

